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Report of the FSC Working Group 

The Federal Salary Council (FSC) Working Group met on September 7 and October 12, 2012, and 

submits the following report. 

Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Surveys and Pay Gap Methodology 

We reviewed comparisons of General Schedule (GS) and non-Federal pay based on new data from 

the model BLS developed for using Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) data for locality pay 

(OES/NCS model). BLS developed the model over the last several years as a supplement to the 

National Compensation Survey (NCS) based on our request to cover more areas. However, the 

President's budget canceled the NCS and replaced it with the OES/NCS model. Under the budget 

plan, BLS reduced the NCS sample by roughly half (the other half is used for the Employment Cost 

Index), effectively canceling the program. BLS delivered the last full NCS data in 2011. BLS 

provided only OES/NCS modeled data this year. 

The pay gaps (i.e., percentage difference between base GS rates and non-Federal pay for the same 

levels of work) were calculated using the same general weighting and aggregation methods in use 

since 1994. The BLS survey data cover establishments of all employment sizes. 

OES/NCS Model Survey Results 

The OES/NCS model estimates how salaries vary by work level from the occupational average 

based on the remaining NCS sample. Model estimates are applied to OES occupational average 

salaries by area to produce estimated non-Federal salaries by occupation and work level for each 

area. BLS can apply the model in locations where it has OES data whether or not the area was 

covered by a NCS survey. 

Over the last several years, we reviewed OES/NCS model test data for the locality pay areas. 

Attachment 1 shows OES/NCS model pay gap results since 2007 for the existing locality pay 

areas. 

Changes in OES Pay Gaps Over Time 

Last year the Council was concerned about sizable increases in the OES/NCS model pay gaps 

between 2010 and 2011 and recommended the 2011 OES/NCS model results not be used. About 40 

percent of the increase in pay gaps was attributable to BLS9 reduced NCS sample. The remaining 

increase was attributable to the Federal pay freeze, the adoption of a new methodology, and other 

factors. This year, BLS does not have the full NCS sample so the impact of the sample reduction 
cannot be measured. 

While the OES/NCS model produces sizable swings for individual locations in any given year (e.g., 

Houston increases 12.7 points this year), it was relatively stable on average for tests prior to the 

2011 half sample. Since then, even the average gap has fluctuated substantially. As shown in 

Attachment 1 and summarized in Table 1 below, the average change in pay gap was 1.05 

percentage points from 2007 to 2008, -1.87 points to 2009, and 0,80 points to 2010. The average 


































